What is Makespace?

Makespace is a community workshop in Cambridge with equipment ranging from sewing machines and crafting tools to 3D printers, laser cutters and CNC routers. The 4000 sqft space is available 24/7 to its members who use it for commercial and personal activities. It runs based on the amazing volunteer effort these members put in. See makespace.org for the whole story.

Our Covid-19 Response Activities

The Makespace Mask Kit is just one of a number of Covid-19 response activities our members have been working on. Our first project was collaborating with NHS Addenbrooke’s to design and build emergency PPE for hospitals and frontline workers in the area. You can learn more about the different things happening on our Covid-19 Response Activities page. You can also volunteer your skills or donate money towards our costs to help these activities continue.

Follow us, share using #MakespaceMask, email us any questions or feedback!